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Irv Briks is a senior consultant with BIZPHYX, Inc. the nation’s
leading TL 9000 and ISO 9001 quality management consulting firm.
Irv has over 40 years of quality
management, supply chain and
engineering experience in the
telecommunications industry with
companies such as AT&T,
BellSouth and Western Electric.
He has an extensive background
in ICT quality that includes process
engineering, operations, project
management, supplier audits and
vendor management.
Active in QuEST Forum, Irv is a TL 9000 Expert. He has been chair of
several working committees and participated on the QuEST Forum
Operations Committee and the QuEST Forum Leadership Council. In
2014, he was recognized as a QuEST Forum Fellow.
Irv has also served as Judge and Senior Examiner for the State of
Georgia Baldrige Quality process and as a 2-time Examiner for the
National Baldrige Quality Award process.

e-mail:
irvbriks@bizphyx.com

BIZPHYX is the nation's leading quality management
consultancy, specializing in the implementation of
TL 9000, the ISO 9001 based quality standard of the
telecommunications industry, now required by many of the
large service providers.
We also assist clients in other industries such as
transportation and energy, with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001
implementation, training and QMS maintenance, delivered
through a range of solutions from gap analysis to internal
audits, customized to meet the needs of each client.
Nationally recognized as TL 9000 Experts, we are a global
QuEST Forum authorized training provider and BIZPHYX
has the distinction of having a TL 9000 Master Trainer and
a Supervisory Master Trainer (SMT) on staff. Unlike other
consultants, BIZPHYX is also certified to both ISO 9001 and
TL 9000. Few quality management consulting firms are
certified to the standards they implement.

BIZPHYX publishes THE STANDARD and as subject matter
experts, provides clients with complimentary access to a
He is highly skilled in quality assurance, process improvement and
knowledge base and a live support desk. This level of
multiple quality standards and methodologies such as TL 9000, ISO expertise translates into results for our clients, as evidenced
9001, Lean, Six Sigma and RCA. Irv is a Certified Quality Auditor (CQA), by an unprecedented 100% client certification rate.
a Certified Manager of Quality/Organizational Excellence (CMQ/OE) and
a Certified Purchasing Manager (C.P.M.). Irv is also a member of the Every business wants to improve the way it operates.
American Society for Quality (ASQ) and the Institute of Industrial BIZPHYX helps you take your QMS to the next levelEngineers (IIE).
improving your bottom line.
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BIZPHYX services clients across the globe

